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Note di presentazione
Good morning everyone, i’m Mariano Battistuzzi and today i’m going to present you my PhD research project, named: studies on photosynthetic organisms as a tool for improving the success of future space missions, this is a project born from the collaboration of 3 main institutes: INAF – Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica, CNRIFN – Istituto di Fotonica e Nanotecnologie and Dipartimento di Biologia, which I belong to -30s-



https://www.nasa.gov/kepler

Kepler Space Telescope ESO Telescope - 3.6 m

On our galaxy found about 3500
new extrasolar planets.

European Southern Observatory (ESO) La Silla, Chile
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Note di presentazione
In the last decade with the help of Space and ground-based telescopes more than 3500 new extrasolar planets were found, within them a number of rocky planets potentially habitable with similar dimensions to Earth, called: Super Earths -15s-



Many of  them in the 
Habitable Zone (HZ) of  M-

Type Stars

10 times less luminous than G-
type stars

Different light spectrum (Major 
component FR and IR)Visible light FR IR

Live long enough to sustain life 
evolution

Most common stars in the 
Milky Way (76% of  total stars)
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Note di presentazione
Many of these planets orbit in the Habitable Zone of M-type Stars. These stars are interesting from a biological point of view: They live long enough to potentially sustain life evolution and they are the most common stars in our galaxy.These stars however are very different from our Sun, a G-type Star. They are 10 times less luminousAnd they have a deeply different light spectrum, with a very low irradiance in the Visible light and a major component in the FR and IR lights -45s-



Oxygenic Photosynthesis uses only the VISIBLE light 
Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR)

Life as we know it depends on the presence of water and oxygen

Visible light FR IR

IR reflected
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Note di presentazione
Life as we know it depends on the presence of water and oxygen, and oxygen is produced by oxygenic photosynthetic organisms uses only visible light as indicated by the green line that represent the typical absorption spectrum of photosynthetic pigments. All the other wavelenghts from FR to IR in particular are reflected as their are not enough energetic to allow the splitting of oxygen from water.



The presence of water and oxygen produces atmospheric biosignatures
observable by remote sensing

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The presence of water and oxygen produces atmospheric biosignatures observable by remote sensing, and these biosignatures could eventually be detected also for extrasolar planets, however remote sensing data could give false positives, so they have to be validated by ground-based experiments.



Aim of  the Project

Biological Questions:

1

2

3

Could Oxygenic photosynthesis be performed and which
impact would it have on the atmosphere of  a planet?

An atmospheric biosignature could be generated by the 
activity of  these organisms?

Could Oxygenic Photosynthetic organisms survive under M-
type star light spectra?

Relatore
Note di presentazione
In this frame, we raised three biological questions for our project:1- Could Oxygenic Photosynthetic organisms survive under M-type stars light spectra?2- Could Oxygenic photosynthesis be performed and which impact would it have on the atmosphere of a planet?3- An atmospheric biosignature could be generated by the activity of these organisms?



What to use? Cyanobacteria! 

Photosynthetic
Microorganisms with great

methabolic and adaptive
plasticity
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Note di presentazione
So, the first step to answer these question was the choice of the organism. For the preliminary experiments we have choosen cyanobacteria. They are the most simple photosynthetic organisms on Earth and are known for their great methabolic and adaptive plasticity. -15s-(Anabaena sp,                                    synechocystis sp PCC 6803, Chlorogloeopsis fritschii PCC 6912, Synechococcus sp 7335)



Responsible for the 
Great Oxygenation
Event ~ 2,4 billion

years ago

Cyanobacteria first to evolve the Oxygenic photosynthesis 
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Note di presentazione
These organisms have also had a fundamental impact on our planet from an ecological point of view. They were the first to evolve the capacity to carry out Oxygenic photosynthesis in the primitive-anoxygenic Earth and they were responsible for the so called Great Oxygenation Event, around 2,4 billion years ago, that started a rapid oxygen accumulation on the planet, leading to the appearance of more evolved lifeforms. -30s-



European Space Agency’s Expose-R

Survived 6 months to UV and cosmic rays, vacuum, and extreme 
temperature variations in a box outside the International Space Station

Ice Desert

Stromatolite
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Note di presentazione
Cyanobacteria are still present and spread everywhere on Earth, including extreme environments. We can find them in the polar ices, hot deserts, as endoliths in stromatolites. Their incredible survivability led them also to the space, where they survived 6 months to UV, cosmic rays, vacuum and extreme temperature variations, in a box outside the ISS during the ESA mission Expose-R. -25s-Vetri di cloruro di magnesio, permettono passaggio radiazioni, impediscono fuoriuscita organismi.



Gan et al., 2014 Science
Gan and Bryant., 2015

Photoacclimation to 
720 nm FR light

17 genes

PSI PSII antenna FR photoreceptor

Visible Light FR
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Last but not least, very recently they were discovered few species of cyanobacteria capable of photosynthesize when illuminated with only Far Red light at 720 nm. This is allowed by the production of new types of chlorophyll, called d and f, that have an absorption peak shifted to longer wavelenghts, thanks to a cluster of 17 specific genes in their genomes, that allow them to reorganize their photosynthetic apparatus and to perform photosynthesis using FR light, this discovery was particularly interesting for us as we believe they could be potentially able to use M-type star light. -30s-



Spectrograph

Cooling Fan

Radiation
Source

Instruments:
Star Light Simulator

365 – 940 nm

Photosynthetic Organisms
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Note di presentazione
For the project we will use a Star Light Simulator, capable of reproducing the emission spectra of different types of stars. It is composed by a matrix of LEDs that can reproduce wavelengths between 365 and 940nm. It is controllable with a PC and is connected to a spectrograph that checks the reliability of the light spectra. Using this instrument preliminary tests were driven using different strains and the results were very promising and a demonstration of the feasibility of the project. The experiments were performed under terrestrial atmosphere. -40s-



Instruments:
Atmosphere

Simulator Chamber

gas

Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (TDLAS)

CO2 e O2

• Pressure
• Temperature
• Atmospheric Composition

Star Light Simulator

WindowsPhotosynthetic Organisms
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Note di presentazione
During my project i plan to use this star light simulator along with another fundamental instrument, the atmosphere simulator chamber. This is a cell incubator on top of which there’s a window capable of transmitting the light spectrum produced by the star light simulator. On the lateral surface there are also 2 optical windows that allow to probe the gas content of the chamber, like the amounts of CO2 and O2, by means of diode laser spectroscopy based on fluorescence. Parameters like Pressure, temperature and atmospheric composition can all be modified inside the chamber. This device will be useful to investigate the oxygenic photosynthetic impact on different types of atmospheres by the tested organisms and to detect potential atmospheric biosignatures.2 finestre ottiche, 2 valvole a spillo per cambiare le atmosfere



Phase 1: Short-term experiments

Phase 2: Long-term experiments

Data Analysis

Growth Experiments into the 
Atmosphere Simulator Chamber

(Pressure; Spectrum; Irradiance; 
Atmospheric Composition; …)

(Pressure OR Spectrum OR Irradiance
OR Atmospheric Composition OR…)
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Note di presentazione
The project aims to use the devices to grow the photosynthetic organisms. In the first phase, short term experiments will be performed, altering one of the parameters of the chamber or of the light simulator each time.In the second phase, we will perform long-term experiments under life permissive conditions defined in the first phase, to assess the fitness of the selected strains and their ability to modify substantially the atmosphere composition, producing a biosignature detectable by remote sensing. We will perform different types of analysis: -40s-



gas

Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (TDLAS)

CO2 e O2

O2 Production and CO2 Consumption

PAM Imaging

Photosynthetic Efficiency and Functionality

Growth Level

Non-invasive analysis

NDVI Reader

Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscope
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First we are going to carry out non-invasive analysis, to evaluate:1- growth levels through a radiometric analyzer of Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, expressely customized;2- photosynthetic efficiency and functionality through chlorophyll fluorescence measurments with PAM imaging3-  photosynthetic variations of O2 and CO2 with a tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopeThese analysis will be used also to determine the timing for invasive analysis: -35s-



Chlorogloeopsis
frischii PCC 6912

Spectrophotometer

Viability and cell growth

Optical Microscope

Fluorescence Microscope
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Viability and cell growth through optical and fluorescence microscopy and spectrophotometric measurments -10s-



Differencial gene expression
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Note di presentazione
Differential gene expression in response to different environmental conditions by molecular techniques.



HPLC

Pigment’s synthesis and content
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Pigment’s synthesis and content through High Pressure Liquid Chromatography -5s-



Biochemical and biophysical  
characteristics of  the photosynthetic 

apparatus

Ogawa, Misumi and Sonoike, 2017
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Note di presentazione
We will in the end analyze the Biochemical and biophysical  characteristics of the photosynthetic apparatus through spectroscopic measurments



Expected Results

3 – Evaluation of  the suitability of  the tested organisms for 
long-term missions on ISS or to the Moon/Mars

1 – Gain of  knowledge on biological responses to 
environmental parameters resembling those of  extrasolar

planets orbiting M-type stars

2 – Production of  a Database of  atmospheric biosignatures
useful for future space mission observations
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Note di presentazione
From the experiments, we plan to…1- Gain knowledge on biological responses to environmental parameters resembling those of extrasolar planets orbiting M-type stars 2- Produce a Database of atmospheric biosignatures useful for future space mission observations;3- Evaluate the suitability of the tested organisms for long-term missions on ISS or to the Moon/Mars9 minutes more or less



Thanks For 
The Attention
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